In Response:

We appreciate the commentary by Drs Jia and Jiang on our study\(^1\) and offer a response.

The intent of this study was to identify a retrievable inferior vena cava filter (rIVCF) dwell time when the risk of standard retrieval technique failure increases significantly, thereby requiring advanced techniques to maintain overall technical success. At 7 months, the likelihood of requiring advanced techniques to successfully retrieve an rIVCF is significant. We believe that the clinical applicability of this finding is in prospectively guiding clinicians to refer such patients to centers with retrieval expertise.

The factors that affect rIVCF retrieval and increase procedural complexity are well described in the literature and include filter tilt, encasement of the filter apex, and filter strut incorporation.\(^2\)\(^-\)\(^4\) However, these factors are frequently noted during a retrieval procedure or in preprocedural planning at the direction of the interventionalist. Thus, the role that these factors play in rIVCF retrievability has limited applicability to most referring physicians. From the current analysis, as well as previously published data,\(^5\) rIVCF dwell time is the most critical baseline characteristic associated with the necessity of advanced techniques for successful retrieval.
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